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ABSTRACT

Objective To understand how food laws are used, contested and interpreted to ban certain forms of chewing tobacco in India.

Methods A qualitative study analysing all the tobacco-related litigation under the food laws in India. We used an inductive thematic analysis of the litigation contents.

Results The tobacco industry systematically deployed litigation to (1) challenge the categorisation of smokeless tobacco products as food, and hence, questioned the use of food laws for regulating these products; (2) challenge the regulatory power of the state government in banning tobacco products via the food laws; and (3) challenge the applicability of the general food laws that enabled stricter regulations beyond what is prescribed under the tobacco-specific law.

Conclusion Despite several legal challenges from the tobacco industry, Indian states optimised food laws to enable stricter regulations on smokeless tobacco products than were feasible through use of a tobacco-specific law.

INTRODUCTION

India has the second largest number of tobacco users in the world, after China.1 Although the prevalence of smokeless tobacco use (21.4%) in India is twice that of smoked tobacco (10.7%), smokeless tobacco has received much less research and policy attention.2,3

A 2012 policy analysis4 of smokeless tobacco demonstrated how a range of laws—concerning food, environment, pharmaceuticals, railways, consumer protection and media—have been used in India to regulate smokeless tobacco, in addition to the prevailing tobacco-specific law(s). It highlighted the distinct use of food laws by Indian states to ban certain smokeless tobacco products, especially gutka and pan masala.

This was possible because the notifications under the food laws—the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act 1954 (PFA), and later the Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 (FSSA) that replaced the former law—prohibited the use of tobacco and nicotine in food products.5,6 Although both laws were enacted by the national government, they were strategically administered by Indian states in the interest of public health. The tobacco industry challenged these regulations in courts, primarily arguing that gutka and pan masala are not food products, and hence cannot be regulated by the food laws.7 While the notifications banning the chewing tobacco products under the PFA were dismantled on the grounds that only the national government had the power to ban a product under the PFA, the latter notifications issued under the FSSA continue to enable stricter regulations.4

Despite challenges from the tobacco industry, Indian states leveraged the food laws to issue orders prohibiting manufacture and sale of various smokeless tobacco products in their jurisdictions (see online supplemental file 1 for details). Unfortunately, these orders have been fraught with legal challenges, and hence, litigation has been crucial in shaping smokeless tobacco regulations in South Asia.7–9

The study presented in this paper is part of a broader research project to examine the role of the state and tobacco industry in India.7 This paper answers three specific questions: (1) what are the legal challenges posed by the tobacco industry to regulating smokeless tobacco through the food laws? (2) how have courts historically dealt with these challenges? and (3) what lessons can policymakers and tobacco control advocates draw for future smokeless tobacco regulations?

METHODS

We analysed tobacco-related litigation under the two prominent food laws in India: the PFA5 (repealed in 2011) and its successor, the FSSA6 (see online supplemental file 1 for overview of these laws).

Data collection

We sourced all the regulatory orders that used the two food laws to prohibit the sale of certain smokeless tobacco products in Indian states from the web portals of government agencies, the Resource Centre for Tobacco Control10 and the concerned government offices.

We then sourced litigation from the Supreme Court and the High Courts in India using a systematic search through the Indian legal database, Manupatra.11 We first used 'Manu search' to generate cases related to the PFA and then searched within those cases using a combination of tobacco product terms (ie, tobacco, bidi/beedi, gutka, cigarette, hukka/bookah, zarda, gul, kharra, misbhir, maua, gudakkhu, nastaar, khaini, chillum, cheroot and cigar) to identify tobacco-specific cases. Similarly, we used the 'legal search' to generate cases litigated under the FSSA and identified tobacco-specific cases by using tobacco product terms.

We excluded litigation where (1) the dispute was not related to tobacco; (2) the question of the law
was not about the PFA or the FSSA; or (3) the cases merely dealt with procedural matters (eg, non-compliance to the product seizure procedure, or penalising vendors without following a due process). RD screened the litigation for this study. The list was discussed with and agreed on by UB.

We found the Manupatra Database fairly comprehensive, archiving cases adjudicated by High Courts since the time of their inception and by the Supreme Court since 1950 until the date we executed our search in 2018. It accounted for the majority of cases we studied. We discovered a few additional cases relevant to our study that we sourced from the Global Legal Center and a lawyer who has supported tobacco litigation in India. Figure 1 depicts the search strategy and outputs (see online supplemental file 2 for the list of the cases analysed).

Data analysis
We mapped these cases in a spreadsheet identifying the petitioners, petitioners’ claims, respondents, respondents’ arguments and summary of judgements. We organised the data chronologically, stratified by the adjudicating courts. RD mapped the cases and periodically discussed them with UB. Both authors jointly developed themes and narratives.

We used an inductive thematic analysis of litigation contents where we coded data guided by our inquiry. We constructed a chronological and thematic narrative of how food laws were used and challenged over time using a public health viewpoint. We attempted to dispassionately study the industry arguments and courts’ adjudication of these challenges.

RESULTS
We present the results in two sections. We use narratives to highlight how the three broad themes defined the key legal challenges that emerged in the use of the PFA (section I), and persisted, in some form, during the FSSA (section II) (see box 1 for the summary).

Section I (PFA 1954)
Categorising chewing tobacco as food or food adulterant
In one of the earliest recorded cases, the state of Uttar Pradesh initiated criminal proceedings against a manufacturer engaged in the sale of chewing tobacco for adulterating the products with coal tar dye. Aggrieved by this, the manufacturer approached the Allahabad High Court, arguing that chewing tobacco was not food and hence could not be subjected to the provisions of the PFA. The main clause of the PFA defined food as ‘any article used as food or drink for human consumption other than drugs and water’. In this case (Khedan Lal 1970), the court went on to gauge this form of tobacco against the ordinary, commonly understood meaning of the term food. Using a literal meaning of the term food, the court opined that ‘food’ includes only those articles ‘...which is eaten to maintain life and growth and provides nourishment’. In that context, tobacco was perceived as the antithesis of food, and hence could not be regulated under the PFA.

Immediately following this decision, the chief justice of the Allahabad High Court was to resolve the difference in opinion: whether zarda, a form of tobacco commonly used in the preparation of pan, was food. Concurring with the reasoning adopted by the same court in its prior decision (Khedan Lal 1970), the chief justice reiterated that the legal definition of food under the PFA mirrored the ordinary, dictionary meaning of the term, and it was to be read in that context. However, transcending the main definitional clause, the chief justice reframed the question:...
whether the inclusive/ancillary definitional clauses under the PFA allowed for a more capacious understanding of food? And to this, the answer was positive. Articles that ordinarily enter into or are used in the preparatory process including flavouring articles were encompassed by the ancillary provisions to the (main) definitional clause.1 Hence, zarda qualified as food given its role as part of the preparatory process or even as a flavouring agent in pan.15 By expanding the meaning of food to include chewing tobacco, the court underscored the legislative intent of the PFA, that is, to protect citizens from adulterated products, and enabled the state to administer the PFA in curbing adulterated tobacco products.

Several decades later, in the Godawat 2004 case,16 the industry went to the Supreme Court with a slew of contentions that revolved around the role of the PFA in dealing with chewing tobacco, including the question of whether gutka and pan masala could be construed as food. Cursorily dismissing the issue, the Supreme Court merely expressed its inability to agree with the industry’s contention that the products in question were not food.16

The regulatory power of state vis-à-vis the national government under the PFA
Between 2001 and 2003, five Indian states issued prohibitory orders under the PFA banning certain chewing tobacco products within their jurisdiction (see online supplemental file 1).17 These states leveraged specific provisions of the law that enabled the Food (Health) Authority to temporarily prohibit the manufacture, sale and distribution of food articles, in the interest of public health.5

The tobacco industry challenged these prohibitory orders before the respective state High Courts.18 19 The Dhariwal 2002 case,20 before the Bombay High Court, was a culmination of litigation challenging the prohibition of the sale of gutka and pan masala by the state of Maharashtra, where the industry argued that state government did not have the power to ban products under the PFA, as such power was vested with the national government. While the court acknowledged a situation where the power of state government may overlap with that of the national government, it ultimately dismissed the industry’s claim, on grounds that the power conferred by law on the state government (Food Authority) ‘…is statutory, absolute to the extent provided therein and independent of the power conferred on Central Government’.19

Ligitation attempts by the industry to challenge the state-driven prohibitory orders were largely unsuccessful,4 16 until the Supreme Court of India was tasked with deciding their validity.18 In the Godawat 2004 case,16 the Supreme Court relied on the ‘collocation of statutory provisions’ from existing laws to conclude that power exercised by the state was not an independent source of power. The Supreme Court observed that while the state government was vested with statutory power under the PFA, the power was limited by subsequent provisions of the act.16 In clarifying that the structure of the PFA disallowed the states from exercising their power to issue impugned orders, the Supreme Court collapsed the decentralised regulatory efforts by states via the PFA.

Applicability of the general food law vis-à-vis tobacco-specific law
By the time the Supreme Court of India examined the role of the PFA in regulating tobacco products, tobacco control policy had experienced a sweeping change. India enacted a comprehensive national law to regulate tobacco products: the Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products (prohibition of advertisement and regulation of Trade and commerce, production, supply and distribution) Act 2003 (COTPA).20

The enactment of COTPA presented the Supreme Court with a new set of claims. In the Godawat 2004 case,16 the industry argued that COTPA—the tobacco-specific law—was to be read as parliament’s intention to occupy (or lay claim over) the entire field of tobacco, and its provisions merely restricted the sale of tobacco products to minors. In contrast to that, the prohibitory order issued under the PFA mandated a complete ban on the manufacturing/sale of certain tobacco products. Hence, the industry argued that unlike COTPA, the PFA was conceived as a ‘general law’ intended to deal with food adulteration and its relationship with tobacco products was merely incidental.16 Citing precedents of the established legal principle, the industry maintained that in such circumstances the general law inevitably yields to the special law. The Supreme Court upheld this reasoning and held that ‘COTPA is a special Act intended to deal with tobacco…the Act being a special Act and of later origin, overrides the PFA…’.16 This further compromised the scope of state-driven tobacco control efforts under the food law.

Section II (FSSA, 2006)
Categorising chewing tobacco as food under the FSSA
In an attempt to consolidate the plethora of food laws, India enacted the FSSA in 2006.6 More than half a decade later, the FSSA came into effect along with a set of regulations, the Food Safety and Standards Regulations (Prohibition and Restriction of Sales) 2011,21 and subsequently, the PFA was repealed.

The FSSA restricted the use of certain anticing agents including carbonates of magnesium (commonly used in gutka and pan masala), and prohibited the use of tobacco and nicotine as ingredients in any food items.6 Following a tried and tested method, several Indian states, starting with Madhya Pradesh, issued orders under the FSSA banning the sale, manufacture, storage and distribution of various forms of chewing tobacco (see online supplemental file 1). Like before, these prohibitory orders were challenged by the tobacco industry.22–28

Tobacco (control) may not have been central to the new law, but the definition of food under the FSSA encompassed a more layered understanding, with implications for the way tobacco was to be regulated. In the Dhariwal 2012 case,29 the Bombay High Court observed that the expression ‘any substance which is intended for human consumption’ used in the FSSA6 for defining food had a wider scope than the expression ‘any article used as food or drink for human consumption’15 used in the PFA.29 To further nuance the meaning of consumption, the court used a chewing gum analogy, comparing how chewing gum, like gutka or pan, could be consumed without necessarily being ingested.29 Adopting such reasoning allowed the court to construe the tobacco products in question as food under the FSSA.29

Gutka and pan masala were only two of the myriad forms of indigenous tobacco curbed by the prohibitory orders. Since other High Courts are not bound by the decision of the Bombay High Court—it only has persuasive value for other courts—the industry kept contesting the categorisation of chewing tobacco products as food, attempting to exempt their tobacco products from state-led prohibitory orders. However, with a few exceptions, like a case where the Kerala High Court30 adopted a contrary view, the industry was quite unsuccessful.
The regulatory power of state vis-à-vis national government under the FSSA

While challenging the prohibitory orders under the new law (FSSA), the industry reproduced the law laid down by the Supreme Court in the Godawat 2004 judgement16 that the state government did not have independent power to ban tobacco products under the PFA. In Dhariwal 2012 case,29 they further argued that unlike the PFA, the structure of the FSSA does not confer power on either state or the national government to enact prohibitory orders. However, negating the application of the Godawat 2004 case16 to the FSSA, the Bombay High Court held that, unlike the PFA, the FSSA makes it a statutory duty of food business operator(s) to produce safe food while also conferring independent power on state government (Food Authority) to issue prohibitory regulations.29 This decision by the Bombay High Court was instrumental in paving the way for states to ban chewing tobacco products under the FSSA.

Applicability of food law vis-à-vis tobacco-specific law

To strengthen its claim, the industry highlighted the alleged tension between the tobacco-specific law, COTPA and the FSSA, forcing the Bombay High Court to reconcile how two disparate laws could regulate the same product differently.29 Once again, the industry leveraged the decision of the Supreme Court in the Godawat 2004 case16 where the Supreme Court held that the power to prohibit manufacturing/sale of tobacco products under the PFA conflicted with the provisions of the COTPA. They argued that this legal position should ideally be transferred and applied to (the PFA's successor) the FSSA, as well.29

However, the Bombay High Court clarified that the Supreme Court in the Godawat 2004 case16 had not invalidated the role of PFA in regulating the manufacture and sale of gutka and pan masala.29 Instead, the Supreme Court's interpretation of the law entrusted the national government with the power to ban products, and while doing so refused the industry’s argument that COTPA was the only legislation occupying the field of tobacco products.29 By refusing to read the decision of the Supreme Court in the Godawat 2004 case16 as a subordination of the food law to the tobacco-specific law, the Bombay High Court set a precedent for the working of the FSSA as a tobacco control mechanism, independent of the COTPA.29 This decision both helped states to administer stricter tobacco control measures while also shielding them from the legal challenges posed by the industry.

DISCUSSION

Historically, Indian states have strategically and innovatively used the national food law(s) to ban dominant forms of smokeless tobacco products. Interestingly, state governments leveraged food laws for stricter regulations of tobacco products compared with the tobacco-specific law, COTPA, which did not facilitate a complete sales prohibition but merely regulated the sales of tobacco products. Our findings have implications for tobacco control policy and practice.

First, tobacco control advocates should consider engagement with laws/regulations across other sectors that could be used to regulate tobacco, instead of focusing all their efforts on health-oriented tobacco-specific regulations. By decentralizing their efforts away from the health sector, they may harness the potential of other sectoral laws for shaping more effective regulations of tobacco products and create the possibility of catching the industry off guard, reducing their interference in such regulations.31

Second, countries with federal structures may learn from the way Indian states innovatively worked the national legal framework at the local level to deal with the tobacco epidemic. This mode of governance is especially useful for countries which are plagued with highly localised forms of tobacco products. Governments at the local level may be better suited to regulate these products. A prerequisite to the efficiency of such regulatory approach is a strong coordination between the national and subnational government, ensuring that local laws are not weakened by pre-emption. In the USA, for example, the tobacco industry has acquired a reputation for persisting with pre-emptive strategies to frustrate some state and local tobacco control efforts.32 Fortunately, Indian courts have interpreted the law to allow more leeway, enabling states to protect their local tobacco control measures.33

Third, tobacco control agencies at various levels—national, state and municipal/district—should enhance their legal resources and capacity to effectively respond to litigious action by the tobacco industry challenging tobacco control regulations. States, districts and municipal authorities should actively invest in knowledge-sharing infrastructure that has potential to help other (neighbouring) jurisdictions develop complementary responses to the (often similar) legal challenges posed by the industry.

Fourth, policymakers ought to harmonise the content and working of new (tobacco control) laws to ensure that they do not disrupt the working of existing laws that either directly or incidentally regulate tobacco. Acknowledging the need for complementary regulatory action, the COTPA Amendments Bill 2020 proposed that COTPA act as a minimum bar for tobacco regulations while allowing other stricter laws to prevail.34

Finally, our study adds to the limited research in India on aggressive use of litigation by the tobacco industry to stall tobacco control regulations. Our fine-grained analysis of the legal challenges by the industry can potentially help both the governments as well as tobacco control advocates anticipate

What this paper adds

What is already known on this subject

► Indian states have historically used food laws to ban sale of certain forms of smokeless tobacco, especially chewing tobacco products.

What important gaps in knowledge exist on this topic

► How did tobacco interests mount legal challenges to use food laws to ban smokeless tobacco in India?

What this paper adds

► This study analyses and synthesises tobacco-related litigation done under the food laws from 1970 onwards.

► The tobacco industry systematically deployed litigation to challenge regulations under the food laws, forcing Indian states—often stretched for resources—to respond.

► Three themes defined the major challenges posed by the tobacco industry, where the industry (1) challenged the categorisation of smokeless tobacco products as food, and thereafter, contested the use of food laws to regulate these products; (2) challenged the regulatory power of the state government in the use of the food laws for banning tobacco products; and (3) challenged the applicability of the general food laws that enabled stricter regulations beyond what is prescribed under the tobacco-specific law.
future challenges and strengthen the response mechanisms to protect strong tobacco control policies.
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